P0325 lexus rx300

So you should chech it on our car models. To solve P Lexus Rx problem, you'll have to remove
the muffler, crankcase and other components blocking the valve chamber. Then, remove the
cylinder head bolts label for easy re-installation Adjust the jaws of the valve spring compressor
until they touch the top and bottom of the valve chamber Push the tool in to compress the
spring and tighten the jaws Remove the retainers and lift out the valves , compressors and
springs. After this brief flash, the light should stay off while you drive as long as no problems
are detected. If P Lexus Rx so, you'll be glad to know that your vehicle is equipped with an early
warning system that could save you time, money, and fuel in addition to helping protect the!
Disconnected, dirty or fouled spark plugs are common causes for engines that won't start.
Spark plugs typically need to be replaced every season or 25 hours of use. You should also
check that the spark plug gap is set properly. If your spark plugs look good, problems with your
ignition system can also preventing a spark. These can range from a faulty spark plug lead,
shorted kill switch or flywheel key damage. What does fault code P mean for Lexus Rx? What
does a diagnostic reading P mean for Lexus Rx? What do we know about P code for Lexus Rx?
Lexus Rx P Possible Solution : Disconnected, dirty or fouled spark plugs are common causes
for engines that won't start. Play Now. What does this mean? Check the "Possible Causes"
listed above. Visually inspect the related wiring harness and connectors. Check for damaged
components and look for broken, bent, pushed out, or corroded connector's pins. How much do
you know about cars? Take the AutoCodes. Tech Notes What does this mean? The auto repair
labor rates vary by location, your vehicle's make and model, and even your engine type. When
is the code detected? The sensor is attached to the cylinder block, cylinder head or intake
manifold. A knocking vibration from the cylinder block is sensed as vibrational pressure. The
ECM uses this signal to retard the ignition timing and protect the engine from this damaging
pre-ignition. Get Access to Factory Service Manuals. Need more help? Get the P Lexus code
diagnosed by a professional: Find a repair shop in your area. Why is the Engine Light ON?
Comments Help us improve AutoCodes. Leave a comment below or tell us if the information
above help you fix the code. What are the symptoms on your vehicle for the P Lexus code?
Have you replaced any parts? Any information is appreciated. Repair Importance Level: 3. Home
- About AutoCodes. Posted and Edit by AutoCodes. I found this out when I went to get my car
smog checked and upon investigation, it was pretty obvious that the instrument panel had been
tampered with. When it comes to these knock sensors, I've learned that they are incredibly
sensitive and if they are not detecting the exact frequencies that the ECU is searching for it will
probably throw the CEL. The problem with these codes is that they will put your vehicle into
"limp" mode and disable OD. I'll post an update to the forum when I complete the installation
this weekend. I can't believe the deceit people go to just to make a dollar or get out of an
unfavorable situation. I guess I'm just too naive these days. That is what I did the first time
around and ended up having to tear my engine a part twice. In order to make sure you're
ordering the right parts you'll need to check the month you vehicle was manufactured. This is
the most intensive maintenance I've ever done on a vehicle and was able to work through it
pretty easily. Just take pictures of all the hoses and good luck with that bolt on the rear of the
intake manifold literally the bane of my existence. To fix the issue, I ordered a valve cover
gasket kit that came with the spark plug tube gaskets as well. The most important thing I'd like
anyone reading this to take away from my story is to bring an OBD-2 reader when ever you buy
a car from a private seller and test it, regardless if the CEL light is on or not. When I found out
what had happened oddly enough I wasn't even surprised. I'm only 25 but I've lost so much faith
in humanity already it just makes me want to crawl under a rock. Hey There! I'm really happy for
you! You really came through and then you went the extra mile and repaired new issues you
discovered. You obviously have a very good work ethic. Alot of people would have either just
stopped or given up and only repaired what they originally planned to repair. I learned to work
on cars as a child back in the carburetor days. Fuel injection was intimidating back then and
now we have computers running our cars. What's next!? I appreciate you listing the Torque
values. I would have just "spaced"the idea of taking a code reader with me, while looking at a
used vehicle. Thank you for the reminder! Don't forget to replace the missing light bulbs for the
sensor lights I'm sure you didn't, just my small attempt at humor in an otherwise difficult
situation. Something I learned concerning my sensor lights the VSC and another Of course I
freaked out My vehicle started acting really strange, started idling really rough, attaining a
normal driving speed 35 to 40 MPH was difficult, et cetera. So, I got home and started looking
for low cost sensors, as you had done. The sensors were still too expensive for me. I thought it
was very strange that more than one sensor would light up at the sametime so, I began a
Google search. I ended up on a Mercedes AMG site and later, finally, on a Lexus site; both sites
had people talking about resetting their car's computers, due to sensor lights having to do with
a vacuum leak. So I followed what they said; both said to disconnect the battery for a minimum

of 24 hours to reset the computer not to pull the main fuse , then drive the vehicle for 50 miles. I
pulled the battery cables both of them and let my RX sit for 24 hours; went out actually about 36
hours later, reconnected the cables, reset the radio and drove off. Fortunately it was a Sunday
with only a tad bit of traffic a miracle in Dallas so, I took off down the Freeway. Our speed limit
is 75 to 80 so, of course I was doing about 90 I wanted the drive over before the real traffic
started. The further I drove the higher my Average Miles Per Gallon digital gauge went, to where
it ended up at my getting an average of somewhere around 47 Miles per Gallon can't find my
pic. After getting back into stop-and-go traffic the gauge settled on 23 Miles Per Gallon Average.
Anyway, my vehicle is getting great milage in the City as displayed , it idles great and runs like a
new vehicle. And the sensor lights have not come back on The person on the Lexus site stated
that he does this about once a week since our vehicles "learn" from or driving habits. Once a
week is too much, I think but, maybe every few months. You say you are only 26? You are
definitely a credit to yourself and your family. I know what you mean regarding the rock to crawl
under; unfortunately that will not help of Society. I wish I had the resolution. Education and
family values are the most important things that come to mind. Hopefully your children will have
a more civil Society to live in before it's too late and "Big Brother" is watching all of us like a
Hawk. You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with
your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead.
Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. P and P p p knock sensor oem vs cheap. Reply
to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. MechanicalMariner 0 Posted September 4,
Posted September 4, Hopefully this will help someone having similar problems down the line.
Link to post Share on other sites. Posted September 5, I do look forward to reading your end
result. Good luck on your project. MechanicalMariner 0 Posted September 8, Posted September
8, I just got back form my test drive and knock sensor problem has been fixed! The above is just
a tid bit of information you may want to try one weekend. Great job! Take Care. Join the
conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Followers 1. Go to topic
listing. Similar Content. Hi everyone, My Gs k makes this creaking noise when I am turning at
low speeds or if I am braking at really low speed like while backing up. I am also wondering if
anyone has any input on whether or not swapping the control arms, all 6 of them, would help
reduce the amount of steering play I have. Any thoughts on doing aftermarket control arms?
Has anyone had a similar experience? Replacing ES struts - suggestions. Need suggestions on
whether to use OEM parts or aftermarket parts and sources. I prefer a smooth ride versus
performance handling. Suggestions on the parts and process appreciated. The work will be
done by a shop, not by yours truly. Hi I am selling my LS It has approximately K miles on it. This
car might ne
honda xr70r parts
volkswagen beetle forum
p0845 nissan altima
ed a new steering pump, a new battery and side blinkers. The car has very clean interior,
leather has no tears, chrome wheels, new rear tires. Registration is paid for until Nov Selling 4
used stock wheels and tires from my LS These must go like yesterday. LS P I'm looking for
answers to my mysterious knock sensor code on my LS k miles. P Knock sensor circuit 1 is the
code I am recieving. Trying to do some preventative maintenance I changed the spark plugs
with NGK laser iridium. The car ran great for roughly a week or so and then the code came and
hasn't left. I seafoamed the car as well after getting the code. If I reset the code the car runs
great, but returns shortly. I notice a slight tick and pinging under hard acceleration. Any
suggestion would greatly be appreciated! I've went over the harnesses looking for shorts. It just
seems strange I change the spark plugs and a knock sensor decides to give out. Sign In Sign
Up. News Club News Photos Videos. Unread Content Members Gallery.

